
Plan of Contribution

• History and present situation of European water policy

• Typology of water rights and administration systems in Europe

• The French Agences de l’Eau

• Subsidiarity principle and types of water policy regulation



The territories 
of the 6 Agences 

de l’eau were created
in 1964. They are 
groups of river 

basins. They were
kept to implement the

Water Framework
Directive as 6

Hydrographic districts



From Agences de l’eau to WFD
• WFD is implemented at Hydrographic District level, with water

users participation, and through the Polluter-Pays Principle

• 1964 water law : France was split into 6 groups of basins, with
for each of them a Comité de bassin (qualitative representation
of users) and an Agence de l’eau (executive body)

• On a 5-year basis, the CB votes an investment programme
(chiefly pollution control, plus multipurpose reservoirs) & the
levies they are going to pay on water abstractions and pollution 
discharges so as to fund the programme at a rate of 30 to 50%

• So apparently, it corresponds to the WFD approach : river basin, 
stakeholder involvement, polluter-pays

But it is not so simple, and there is a lot of misunderstandings



What are the Agences de l’eau
?

• There are RBM institutions in other countries ; only the 3 former 
major monarchies in Europe had a systematic river basin 
approach: Spain (1940), France (1964), England & Wales (1974)

• Germany has the Genossenschaften, but only in the Ruhr, and
Netherlands has the Waterschappen (water boards), which are 
more administrative bound than river basin (lowlands geography)

• Europeans tend to ‘project’ their own system on the French 
Agences : but they have no enforcement powers, no direct role in 
construction or management of infrastructure, just taxation powers
to set up a permanent mutual funding for needed investment, in a 
decentralized system.



A double loop for money gathering
and investment

Inner loop: money
Gathering and budget

Outer loop: investement
decisions



Why the Agences de l’eau?

• Primarily: mutualise financing needs to reduce impact on local 
budgets, secondarily polluter-pays. Comité de bassin and redevances

• In the beginning they have funded multi-purpose reservoirs and most 
of the sewage treatment plants (>16000 today). Common interest 
works (not collective, not private). Later got involved in sewers, water 
mains (e.g. lead pipes’ replacement today)

• Solidarity at river-basin level is superior to liberal principle of 
individual responsibility, because of collective learning processes

• But aids to each large category of user more or less match taxes they 
pay. Issue today is with farmers who should pay more to receive more



The Agences de l’eau controversy

• some economists argue they do not implement polluter-pays 
principle, but a mutual system, which is bound to be less efficient, and
unfair for domestic water users 

• Others compare what domestic water users pay (85% of the total) to 
their water abstractions (15%) forgetting polluting discharges

• However, levies paid by domestic users mostly fund environmental
improvements of water and waste water services.

• Solidarity at basin level is superior to liberal approach of individual
responsibilisation (R. Coase vs A. Pigou controversy)



Globally, recipes match expenses by sector, despite
complexification

example of year 2000

Expenses (in million Euros) Recipes

• Aquatic environment: 231

• Local authorities: 1.069

• Non connected Industry:            191

• Farmers (PMPOA): 72

• Metering, inspection: 49

• Agences operation: 118

• Total: 1.730

• National. Water solidarity:            76

• Loans reimbursment: 354

• Paid by domestic users:   1.346

• Paid by non conn. industry: 196

• Paid by farmers: 15

• Total: 1.911

• surplus (increase in cash flow & 
provisions):  105



Need to move towards integrated management

• Agences have been maintained in the role of passive funding of projects
developed on case-by-case

• Water industry is historically dominated by civil & sanitary engineering and
not yet oriented toward environmental engineering

• Inceased need to finance operation and maintenance (today mostly
investment), and also new professional profiles like facilitators

• Some agences financially encourage IRBM (river contracts 1981, and
SDAGE/SAGE 1992), but progress is slow, because integrated
management implies to build a « double representation system »: of the 
resource, and of the stakeholders.

• With WFD implementation: SAGE become 6-year plans, river contracts
become part of the programs of measures


